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Have you ever found objects at sea during your work? 

If you have, they could be from the wreck of a 

ship or aircraft, or even from a prehistoric site. 

This voluntary protocol allows you to report finds 

of archaeological interest, contributing to our 

understanding of the UK's rich marine heritage.

Read on to find out more…

Protocol for Archaeological Discoveries

Fishing Industry
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 HMS/m Holland No. 5.The main anchor from the Concha.

I know of several wrecks where I regularly fish. 

If I report their positions will it mean I'll be 

prohibited from fishing there?

No. Wrecks in UK waters can only be protected with 

an exclusion zone when certain stringent criteria have 

been met. Currently, there are c. 100 protected wrecks 

in the UK. Exclusion zones are usually small 

(50m – 200m diameter) and most fishing vessels 

already avoid charted wrecks for their own safety.

I want to be involved in helping to develop the 

Protocol and have some ideas as to how it might 

work better. Who can I speak to?

Talk to the Historic Environment Fisheries 

Liaison Officer or the Fishing Protocol Team at 

Wessex Archaeology. We are currently consulting 

with representatives from the Sussex ports, 

Sussex IFCA and other interested parties. We 

appreciate and encourage feedback and comments.

How should I report an archaeological discovery?

There are four main methods:

• Telephone and speak to the  07803 576792  

 Historic Environment Fisheries Liaison Officer

• Telephone  and ask for the 01722 326867

 Fishing Protocol Team

• Use the Online Reporting Form at: 

 www.fipad.org

• Report your find at your landing port

 through the FIPAD Contact 

What do I do with a find?

If possible keep it wrapped up and in a dark, wet 

place. Then contact the Historic Environment Fisheries 

Liaison Officer or the Fishing Protocol Team for further 

advice on how to look after it, and what happens next.

Report now via:  www.fipad.org

For Any Queries - please get in touch with:

The Historic Environment Fisheries Liaison Officer

Mobile: 07803 576792

Email: fipad@wessexarch.co.uk

WhatsApp: HEFLO@FIPAD
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I encounter many objects and obstructions whilst 

fishing. What objects are you talking about?

The Protocol is concerned with two main types 

of discovery:

• Artefact: An object brought to the surface with 

your catch could indicate an archaeological site on the 

seabed. This object could be anything from small 

worked flint to aircraft propellers.

• Site: If your equipment snags on an obstruction 

on the seafloor you may have located an unknown 

wreck site.

Items of modern litter, such as plastics and rubber, 

should not be reported through the Protocol. 

What makes a find ‘archaeological’? How do I know 

what to report?

Archaeology is the study of people in the past through 

what they leave behind. In the sea, archaeological finds 

tend to come from one of four sources: thrown/lost 

overboard; from shipwrecks; crashed aircraft; or 

submerged prehistoric sites. If in doubt, assume it 

is archaeological and report it via the Protocol.  

In April 2016 the voluntary Fishing Industries Protocol 

for Archaeological Discoveries was launched in Sussex 

with the creation of the Historic Environment Fisheries 

Liaison Officer (HEFLO). This post was created by 

Wessex Archaeology, in association with Sussex IFCA, 

and funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund, following on 

from a pilot study which took place in 2012. 

What is the Fishing Industry Protocol for 

Archaeological Discoveries?

The Protocol is an easy way to report archaeological 

discoveries made whilst fishing at sea. 

I am a busy fisherman. What is the incentive for me 

to report archaeological discoveries?

The incentive is social responsibility and a chance to 

contribute to the UK's history. Your discovery will be 

examined by an archaeologist after which, you will be 

sent an archaeological report. If the find is significant, 

information about it will be sent to local and national 

heritage databases and you will be acknowledged as 

the Finder. Be aware that under the Merchant Shipping 

Act 1995 by law all recovered wreck finds must be 

reported to the Receiver of Wreck. The Finder may 

even be entitled to a salvage award – this applies to 

both modern and historic material.

I already have a collection of finds from my fishing 

operations. Are you interested in these?

Yes. Please report any finds you have made and they 

will be assessed as if they were a new discovery.

Will I be able to keep the things I find?

In most cases, yes. However, 

as mentioned above, there is 

a legal requirement for all 

wreck finds to be reported to 

the Receiver of Wreck. This 

gives the legal owners the 

opportunity to recover their 

property and ensures that a 

salvage award is paid to the 

legal salvor, when due.

Multibeam image of HMS A1, Britain’s first commissioned submarine, discovered 

after fishermen reported a net snag off Selsey in 1995.

Statue recovered from Chichester Harbour

by fisherman Gary Edwards.

 HMS A1 submarine bolt and blenny.
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Who will the Protocol affect?

All Sussex IFCA registered fishing boats. Sussex was 

identified as an area of suitable size and with a 

substantial and varied fishing community. Although 

the Protocol is voluntary, Sussex IFCA will encourage 

all of its fishing vessels to integrate the Protocol into 

their operations.

Sussex IFCA presently has jurisdiction out to 6nm, but 

vessels operating in the 24nm 'contiguous zone' are 

also encouraged to participate.
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